
Weaving

Warping
Calculating the warp

Using Warping mill

Holding correct tension

Securing cross and Warp

Braiding warp

Dressing the loom

Partitioning in rattle

Moving to loom

Readying loom

Placing rattle in loom Centering rattle

Moving warp to warp rod

Tensioning warp

Packing warp
Placing sticks

Wrapping cardboard

Cutting over

Opening loops

Cut

Tying in groups

Threading

Reading pattern

Readying heddles

Readying 4 heddles

Grabbing 4 threads

Using hook to thread

Checking heddles
Checking handfull

Checking group
Tying off per group

Hanging reed in heddles

Measuring width of warp
Sleying threads

Readying 4 threads

Finding dent with hook

Tying off in groupsCheck work
Placing reed in beater

Dividing warp

Properly tensioning warp Tying initial knot

Post-tensioning

Checking tension

Tying final knots

Checking work

Tying the lamms

Reading the pattern

Which cords go where

Counting cords

Placing pattern upside-down

Following pattern
Finding proper hole

Threading cord through hole

Tying cords to treadles

Finding correct hole

Therading cord into hole

Placing stopper

Finding correct loop

Tensioning cord

Tying knot

Checking work
Checking placement/pattern

Check tensioning of cords

Checking sheds
Taking out stoppers

Opening sheds

Weaving

Spooling

Placing paper spool on spooler

Building foundation for spool

Proper tension

Building walls of thread

Filling in well

Threading shuttle

Weaving

Depressing the treadle Reading pattern

Positioning hands

Throwing the shuttle
Proper force

Proper direction

Catching the shuttle
Grasping in time

Tensioning yarn properly

Beating Proper beat pressure

Changing shed Knowing pattern

(Checking for broken threads)

(Reparing broken threads)

Measure out repair threads

Find broken threads

Rethread yarn

Tie to broken thread

Pull through

Pin to repair yarn

Tie to tension

(Narrowing warp)

Identify issue

Hard to beat?

Salvedge threads breaking?

Reed dents being pulled?

Too bad fix easily?
Yes: follow as treadling error

No: do following

Fix
Bigger curve/angle on weft

Pull out loops at edges

(Treadling error) Identify issue
Check fabric from side during 

weavingTier 3Tier 4Tier 5




